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i think the reason why the hunger
games is so good is because it is the

first time we get a glimpse of a
dystopian future in our own lives. we
can relate to the story because we
know what we would be in katnisss

place, and we know how easy it is to
get caught up in things. we watch the

hunger games because it is a story
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about something that is relevant to
us, but we also hate the very idea

that it is possible. we hate the whole
concept of a future society that

would make a game of survival like
this possible. although i have seen

plenty of media that deals with
similar subject matter, i think the
hunger games is the first time we

really start to see that these
concepts actually are possible. thats
why i think it is so important. we see

how the people of the future are
really willing to sacrifice their lives

for this, and we are able to relate to
the characters more. it makes us feel
like we could be in their situation and
would want to give everything up for
the chance to live. theres so many
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people who are so willing to give up
their lives for these ideals that its

easy to sympathize with katniss. the
hunger games is interesting because
it is an example of how a story can
remain relevant in an increasingly
disposable world. the world of the

hunger games is a virtual one: all of
the characters are portrayed by real
actors, but the story is essentially a

game that is played by others. this is
not a new concept, but i do think that

its value is being highlighted more
now than in the past. the fact that

the world of the hunger games is so
realistic speaks to this. we are

watching a story that is being played
out in the real world. the story is

easily relatable because people have
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already put themselves in a situation
like this. the story is not made up, it
is based on something that we have

already witnessed. we know how
easily people will succumb to power
and greed, and we recognize that
this can happen in our world. we
know how easily stories can be

distorted, and we know how
important it is to remain aware of the

source of a story.
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the hunger games is a story that is
incredibly unique. the story itself is
one that is not a common concept.
theres not a lot of stories about a
reality-based game. the hunger

games is incredibly unique, and it is
refreshing to see a story like this. the

idea is incredible because it shows
the importance of imagination. we
must train our minds to be creative
and to create a reality-based world,

and our imaginations are what create
our reality. i think that this story is an
important lesson to us all. i think that

we should make a reality-based
game in our own world and see what
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happens. the hunger games are
gruesome games played on a

massive scale, with one-hundred and
twenty-four tributes competing for
their lives. but they are also human
games. after all, they are basically

roleplaying with other people.
nevertheless, the games are so

brutal that in any other environment,
the participants would be long dead.

on the day of the games, a good-
looking boy and girl are chosen from
a pool of possible tributes and, after

undergoing training, go into the
arena with the other tributes. the

tributes are divided into two teams,
each made up of the leaders from

each district. each team must choose
someone to be their "mockingjay," or
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leader. since the games are
televised, the leaders and

mockingjay have to dress and
behave as if they are on a talk show.
for this, they are given makeovers
that will last for the duration of the
games. the games consist of three
rounds in which each tribute must
fight for their life. the first round is

called the quarter quell. it consists of
six contenders in the arena. the last
three to survive will face each other

in the second round, the battle
royale. the last tribute standing is
declared the winner of the hunger
games. in the third round, the two
remaining tributes must face the
tyrannical president, who chooses

the victor from a coin toss. this year,
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the president is president snow, who
has a history of killing tributes.
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